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of interest on this account is hio period, the hig 
time liabilities. 

Current Deposit Account Thes 

this account is hgner than hat on 
other 

types of 
deposits. The longer the 

will be the rate ot 
interest. Fixed 

deposits are also called time 
deposits or 

MONEY BANKING AND INTERNATONAL TRA 

against the deposits). These warehouse receipts 
became a medium ot exchange anda me

payment. 
4. The Money Lender. The next stage in the development 

of 
bankng anises when the ooli. 

Decomes a money-lender. This development 
was based on the goldsmiths discovery that smith 

necessary to hold hundred per cent of the coins deposiked with them. The goldsmiths son as not 

hat, on average, daily withdrawals were equal to daily deposits and only 
a contingency Tee lised 

equired for the periods when withdrawals excecded deposits. After keeping the contingenc e Was 

O2- of 
businessmen Cure men who have to make a 

number of pavmene antamed by the traders and 

can be withdrawn in awn in as 
many himes and in as 

much amount as 
desired by the 

depositors. 

Normally, no nterest is paid on thee n as much y day. Mone om ne 
these 

traders 
acconts 

and 

ather, the 
depositors have to 

pay certain osit Account. The aim of these accounts is to 
encourage and 

mobilise small 

ervices rendered by it Current deposits are also caleaa reserve banking 
was born. Thus, goldsmith became 

a banker; 
he started performing the h onal 

hunchons of a bank, ie., receiving deposits and advancing 
loans. 

demand deposits 
or demand 

liabilities. 
saving the public. Certain resticions are 

imposed on the 
depositors regarding the 

the goldsmiths loaned out the remaining deposits 
on interest. In this way, the system of 

major 
rve 

rawals and the 
amount to be with drawn in a 

given period Cheque facility 

mber O the depositors. Rate of interest paid on these 
deposits is low as 

compared to 

withdraw 

2. MEANING AND FUNCTIONS OFBANK that on fixed deposits. 

Deposit Account. The purpoSe ot 
these accounts is to 

encourage regular savings by 

rly by the fixed 
mcOme group. Ceneraly money in these accounts is 

deposited 

) Recurring Deposit Accour 
the public, particularly by the fived e of these ac Meaning of Bank 

A bank is an institution which deals with maney and credit. 
It 

acceps deposits from the public. mal 

the funds available to those who need them, and helps in 
the remitance of money 

trom one place to ano 

In fact, 
a modern bank performs such a variety of functions that it is diticult to give a precise and ocrr 

definitiom of it. It is because of this reason that diferent economists give different definitions of theh 

According to Crowther, a bank "collects money from 
those wh0 have it 

to spare 
or who are sanin 

it out of their incomes, and it lends this money to those wh0 require 
it. in the 

words 
of Kinley, "A ban 

is an establishment which makes to individuals such advances of money 
as 

1ay be required and safel 
made, and to which individuals entrust money when not required by them for 1use. According to John 

Paget, No body can be a banker who does not (i) take deposit accounts, (1) take current accounts 

(ii) issue and pay cheques, and (io) collects chegues-crossed and uncrossed-for its custoners." 

Prof. Sayers defines the terms bank and banking distinctly. He defines a bank as "an instiution 

whose debts (bank deposits) are widely accepted in settlement of other people's debts to each other." 

Again, according to Syaers, "Ordinary banking business consists cash for 
bank deposits and bank 

deposists for cash; transferring bank deposits from 
one person or corporation to another; giving bank 

deposits in exchange for bills of exchange, govermment bonds, the secured promises of businessmen to 

repay and 
so 

forth". According to the Indian Companies Act, 1949, banking means "the accepting for 
the purpose ofIndian Companies lending or irvestment, of deposits of money from the public, repayable 

on demand or otherwise, and withdrawable by cheque, draft or otherwise." 

In short, the term bank in the moden times refers to an institution having the following features: 

in monthly instalmentsfor a fixed perio and is 
repaid to the 

depositors along with interest on 

maturity. The rate of 
interest on these deposits is 

nearly the same as on ixed deposits 
o. Home Safe Account. Home safe 

habits ammong 
the 

people. under this scheme a safe is en ng at promoting saving t home and to put his smal savings in it 
Periodically, the safe the amount of sate is credited to his account 

e sate is taken to the bank whem ancing of loans. The second 
inportant function of a bank is advaning of loans to the After keeping certaln casn reserVes, the banks lend their deposits to the nei eans, the banks satisty themselves about the reditworthness of the borrowers. Various types of loans granted by the banks are discussed below: ( Money at Call. Such loans are 
very short period loans and can be called back by the bank at a very short notice of say one day to fourteen days. These loans are generally made to other banks or financial institutions. 

(i Cash Credit. It is a 
type of loan which is given to the borrower agairst his current assets, such as shares, stocks, bonds, etc. Such loans are not based 

on 
personal security. The bank opens the account in the name of the borrowers and allows him to withdraw borrowed 

money from time to time upto a certain limit as determined by the value of his curent assets. Interest is charged only on the amount actually withdrawn from the account 
(n) Overdraft. Sometimes, the bank provides overdraft facilities to its austomers though which 

they are allowed to withdraw more than their deposits. Interest is charged from the customers 
on the overdrawn amount. 

) t deals with money ; it acoepts deposits and advances loans. 

)It also deals with credit; it has the ablity to create credit. ie., the ability to expand its 

liabilities as a multiple of its reserves. 

(ii) It is commercal institution; it aims at earning profit. 

(fo) It is 
a 

unique finandial institution that creates demand deposits which serve as a medium 
Dcounting of Bills of Exchange. This is another popular bype of lending by the modem 
banks. Through this method, a holder of a bill of exchange can get it discounted by the bank. 

a bill of exchange the debtor accepts the bill drawn upon him by the creitor e, hoaer 

ne bil) and agrees to pay the amount mentioned on mahunty. After making some 
nal deductions (in the form of commission), the bank pays the value of 

the 
bill to the 

haa hen the bill of exchange matures, the bank gets its payment 
from the party which 

nad accepted the bill. Thus, such a loan is sel-iquidating 

of exchange and, as a result, the banks manage the payment system of the county. 

Functions of Commerclal Baniks or Modern Banks 

in the modem world, banks perform such 
a variety of functions that it is not possible 

to nake 

an all-inclusive list of their functions and services. 
However, some basic functions performed by the banks are discussed below: 
1. Accepting Deposits. The first important function of a bank is to accept deposits from thseoo 

can save but cannot profitably utilise this saving themselves. People consider it more rational ookd 
their savings in a bank because by doing so they, on the one hand,earn interest, and on the otnes 

the danger of theft. 

who 

ma ans. The banks have also started advancing
medium-termand long-termloans. 1he 

Or period for such loans is more than one year.The amountsano 
or creditedto the accour e loan and the loan is repaid either on mahurity

To attractsavingsfrom all sortsof individuals, the banks maintaindifferent lypes of al6 
uns 

Fied Deposit Account. Money in these accounts is deposited for fixedperiodof tie (SR uoe otion.A uniquehuncton of theas ador 

Customer OCes of advancing loan as adoptedby the banks)When 
a bank advances

unt of ner, it does not lend cash but opens an accout 
The 

one, two, or five years) and cannot be withdrawn before the expiry of that perio 
me of the unque functionof the bank is to create credit. In fact, credit creation is the 

nts a loan,it creates an equal 
amount 

an to this account. Thus, whenever a bank gia 
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oLE OF COM 

A well-develop 

of 
bank deposit. Creation of such deposits is called credit creation which nsults in a net inereas 

the money stock of the economy. Banks have the ability to cn erai any 
tues more than . 

deposits and this ability of multiple 
credit creation depenus upon 

the cash-eserve ratio of the a 

4 Promoting Cheque System. Banks also render a very 
usehul meium 

of exchange in the 

or cneques. Ihrough 
a cheque, the depositor 

directs the bankers to niake paynent 
w the payeer 

s 
the 

most developed credit instrument in the money market. nhe meOieni 
business trasactin 

cheques have become much more convenient method ot scttinE 
debs uan the use of cash. 

5. Agency 
Functions. Banks also perform 

certain agcncy 
unctions for and on behalf of tho: 

MONEY BANKING AND INTERNATONAL TRADE 
MMERCIAL BANKS IN A 

DEVELOPING ECoNOMY 
nking system is a 

necessary Pre-condition for 
economic 

development 
roviding financial 

resources for 
iuderm 

anuen ntries, not 
oniy the banking facilities are oe utilized. In the on, banks can 

owth of i o 

lopingng activities are limited mostly to rado umited to a fe ne underdeveloped 
in a 

aS well as 
functional reforms in the 

banking system are 
needed to enable 

lions, 
also h riculture. 

e bar 

nd Economic Development 
nd 0erform developmental role in underoms in the epayng littleurdan areas, but 

and 

customers: 

()Remittance of Funds. Banks help 
their custmers in tTansterminE funds from one placo 

another through cheques, 
drafts. etc. 

(i) Collection 
and Payment of Credit Instruments. 

Banks collect 
and pay various Crod:s 

instruments like cheques, blls of evchange, promissory notes, etc. 

(iin) Execution of Standing 
Orders. Banks evorute 

the standing instructions of their custom 

for making various periodic payments. They pay subscnpons, rents, insurance premia. pte 

nks and 

Ba moa hey are not 
only the store houses of the country's wealth 

place en economny, banks are to be considered not 
merely as 

dealers in credit in devel ources necessary for 

resouTt is the growtn or commerdal banking in H a important role in th eservours 

s in money but also the leaders 
cOuntof industrial revolution in Europe n the 8th and t role in the developmen Ounu of inau largely depends upon the 

growth of sound banking system in these eaonomies. 

a, Similarly, the econo 0ping economies largeiy depends upon the 

0Comme ation. Capital formaion is the most 
important deteraunant of economic development 

on behalf of their customerss nks can contribute to a 
country's economic 

development in the 
following way: 

e 
growth of sound banin in the present day 

(io) Purchasing and Sale of Securities. Banks undertake purchase and 
sale of various securities 

ike shares, stocks, bonds, debentures etc. 
on 

behalf 
of their customers. Banks neither oi 

any advice to their ustomers regarding these nvestmens 
nor 

levy any charge on them for 

their service, but simply perform the fhunction of a broker. 

() Collection of Dividends on Shares. Banks collect dividends, interest on shares and debentures 

of their customers. 

1. Capital Formation. 

I banks promote 

of savin& all the three stages or 
caplal TOrmaion : (a) Ihey simulate savings by providing a 

cial role tives to the savers, such as, 
nterest on deposits, free and cheap remittance of funds, 

nlunber or valuables, etc. (6) By expanding ther 
branches in different areas and giving various 

afe custou tCCeed in mobilizing the 
savings generated in the 

economy. They not only mobilise incentive those who have excess of them, but also nake the resources so mobilized available to 

anital formation. Capital tormation has three 
well-defined stages (a) generation 

and a b) mobilisation 
of ving, and (c) 

canalisation of 
saving in 

productive uses. Banks play aa 

(i) Income Tax Consultancy. Banks mav also employ income-tax experts 
to prepare income-tax 

returns for their customers and to help them to get refund of income-tax. 

(pi) Acting as Trustee and Executor. Banks preserve the wills of their customers and execute 

them after their death. 

resources trom 
those whe 

hose who have the opporfunities of productive investment 

Encouragement to Entrepreneurial Innovations. In underdeveloped countries, entre- preneurs nerally hesitate to invest in new ventures and undertake innovations largely due to lack of funds. hdities of bank loans enable the entrepreneurs
to 

step up their investment and innovational activities, 
adopt new methods ot producion and increase productive capadty of the economy. 

3. Monetisation of Economy. Monetisation of the economy is essential for accelerating trade and 
economic activity. Banks, which are creators and distributors of money, allow money to play an active role in the economy. They help the process of monetisation in two ways 

: (4)Tneymonetise debts. In 
dther words, they buy debts (i.e., securities which are not acceptable 

as 
money) and, 

in 
exchange, create 

(piii) Acting 
as Representative and Correspondent 

Sometimes the banks act 
as representatives 

and correspondents of their customers. They get passports, 
traveller's tickets, book vehicles, 

plots for their customers and receive letters on their behalf. 

6. General Utility Function. n addition to agency services, the moderm banks provide many 

general utility services as given below 

() Locker Facility. Banks provide locker facility to their customers. 
The customers 

can keep 

their valuables and important documents in these lockers for safe custody. 

(ii) Traveller's Cheques. Banks issue traveller's cheques to help their customers to travel without 

the fear of theft or loss of money. With this facility, the customers need not take the risk of 

carrying cash with them during their travels. 

(i) Letter of Credit. Letters of credit are issued by the banks to their customers certifying 
their 

creditworthiness. Letters of redit are very useful in foreign trade. 

(io) Collection of Statistics. Banks collect statistics giving important 
information relatin8 to 

industry, 
trade and commerce, money and banking. They also publish journals and bullehns 

containing research articles on economic and financial matters. 

() Underwriting 
Securities. Banks underwrite the securities issued by the government, public 

or private bodies. Because of its full faith in banks, the public will not hesitate in buym5 

securities carrying the signatures of a bank 

(i) Gift Cheques. Some banks issue cheques of various denominations (say of 7 11, 21, Sl, 

51.101, etc) to be used on auspicious occasions. 

(oin) Acting as Referee. 
Banks may be referred for seeking information regarding the financa 

position, business reputation and respectability of their customers. 

(vii) Foreign Exchange Business. Banks also deal in the business of foreign currencies. Aga 

they may finance toreign trade by discounting foreign bills of exchange. 

enand deposits (which 
are acceptable as money). (b) By spreading their branches in the rural and 

pacEward areas, the banks convert the non-monetised sectors of the economy into monetised sectors. 

d Influencing Economic Activity. Banks can directly inluence economic activity, and hence. the 
of economic development through its infuence on (a) the rate of interest. and (6) the availability 
d credit 

vanations in Interest Rates. A reduction in the interest rates makes the investment more 

Prontable and stimulates economic activity. An increase in the interest rate, on the 
other 

e uSCourages investment and economic activity. Thus, to overcome a deflationary 

in n banks can follow cheap monev policy with low interest rates and to control 

in On they can adopt dear money policy with high interest rates. 

Cro ity of Credit Bankers can also influence economic activity by the availability 
ot 

credit. Credit creation is an important o redit creation activyu hT, increases 
ease the 

Portion o reaion is 
an important 

function of banks and bank credi* forms 
the major 

portion of money supply. Inus, u ce the aggregate aene Supply of purchasing | power 
and hence the aggregate 

demand. This, in tun, increases 

nvestment, production and tradeI 
in the economy. 

mplementation of Monetary ro awell-devolr 
Monetary Policy. 

Economic development 
needs an appropriate monetary 

PEd Danking system is a necessary 
pre-condition for the effechive 

implementation 
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tructural and 
functional changes in the 

banking system of the 

ort, comprehensive struc 

ortcount onomic development in these countries. 
MONEY 8ANKING AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE s are needed. Only after these veloped 

le in 
promoting 

econom these 
changes, the banks can be 

expected to 
play a 

of the monetary policy. 
Control and regualation 

of credit by the 
monctary aut0rity 

1s not possibl. 

without the active co-operation of the baking system in the country 

6. Promotion of Trade and Industry. 
Economic progTess un the industnally advanced countrios 

n 
the last fwo hundred years or so is mainly due to expansion in trade 

and industrialisation which 

could not 
have been made possible 

without the development of banking System. lhe 
use of bank 

cheque, the bank draft and the bill of exchange has revoluionized 
he intemal and intemational trade 

which, in tun, has encouraged specialisation and accelerated the pace of industrialisation. 

7. Eincouragement 
to Right Type of Industries. By granting loans (particularly medium-term and 

long-term), 
the banks can provide 

financial resources to the right iype 
ot industries to secure necessaru 

material, machines 
and other inputs. In a planned economy, it 

is 
necessary 

that 
the banks should 

formulate their loan policies in accordance with the broad objechves and strategy 
of mdustrialisation 

as adopted in the plan. This will promote right type of 
industrialisation in he economy. 

8. Regional Development. Banks can also play 
an important 

role 
in achieving balanced 

development in different regions of the economy. They 
can transter surplus capital from 

the developed 

regions 
to the lesS-developed regions where it is scarce and most needed. 

This reallocation of funde 

between regions will promote 
economic development in underdeveloped 

areas of the economy. 

9. Development of Agricultare and Other Neglected Sectors. Underdeveloped economies are 

primarily agricultural 
economies and majority of the population in these economies live 

in rural areas. 

Therefore, 
economic development in these economies requires the development 

of agriculture and 

small-scale industries in rural areas. So far, banks, in underdeveloped countries have 
been paying more 

attention to trade 
and cornmerce 

and have atmost neglected agTiculture and industry. Thus, necessary 

structural and 
functional reforms in the banking system 

of the underdeveloped 
countries should be 

made in 
order to encourage the banks to play developmental role 

in these economies. 
The banks must 

diversify their activities not only to extend credit to trade, but also to provide 
medium-termand long-

herm loans to industry and agTiculture. 

js can 
be classified in 

wing are the various ypes of banks : 

ial Ba are called commeTcial banks Since their 
deposits are for a short period, 

OF BANIks 
iod into various types on the basis of their 

functions, ownership, domicile, 
ic, 

ormaly advance short-term loans to the 
term ler and long-term hnance. Majonty of the 

commerial banks are in the public 

ade ond Com nce short-term loans to the 
businessmen and traders and avoid medium- 

The banks which perform all kinds of 
banking business and generally ding. However, recently, the commercial hane aers and 

avoid medium- nd medium-term ana 1Ong-term finance. Maioriu dDanks have also 
abonere are certain private sector banks orneof the commercial banked their areas tain private sector Danks operaing as 

jont stock 
companies. Hence, the anmercial 

dustrial Banks. Industh 

2 

o banks 
are also cauea joint stock banka dng as i 

hanks a ndustrial banks, also 
known as investment banks, mainly meet the 

medium- 
Aial needs of the 

industrnes.such long-term needs cannot be met by the n 
and 

long-term fina 

al banks which generaly 
deal with short-t 

s 

Curiun erca 

kanks a 
e them tPderwrite the debentures and 

shares of industnal firms. () They can also provide 

purchase land, 
construct 

factory building, purchase heavy machinery.etc. (C) They help 

taal Development Bank of India, Industrial Finance Corporation 
india, of ndustrial 

India, State 
banks, 

Finance 
like 

lending. The main functions of the industrial accept long-term deposits.)Ihey grant long-term loans to the industrialists to 

even 
regarding the general economic position of the ecornom 

are playing significant role in the industral development of the country. 
Agciltural Banks. AgTiculural credit needs are different from those of industry and trade. 
and commercial bankS normally do not deal with agricultural finance.)The agriculturists quire (o) short-term credit to buy seeds, fertilizers and other inputs, and (bTong-term aedit to 

parchase land, to make permanernt improvements on land, to purchase agricultural machinery and 

ipment, etc. In India, agriculturalfinance is generally provided by co-operative institutions. 
piulfural co-operatives provide short-term loans and Land Development Banks provide the long 
em credit to the agriculturists. 

AExchange Banks. Exchange banks deal in foreign exchange and specialise in financing foreign 

eThey facilitate international payments through the sale and purehase of bills of exchange and 

es play an important role in promoting foreign trade 

Sound Banking System for Underdeveloped Countries 

A sound and efficient banking system which undertakes the responsibility of promoting 

economicgrowth in underdeveloped economies must possess the following 
features: 

) The system of branch banking is most suitable for the underdeveloped 
countries. More and 

more branches should be opened in rural and backward areas to encourage saving 
as well 

as banking habits in these areas. 

ii) The system of unit banking may be developed in the limited area, particularly in bigger cities 

to meet 
the local financial requirements of trade and industries. This will, on 

the one 
hand, 

reduce pressure on big banks and, on the other hand, check concentration of financial power 

in the hands of a few banks. 

g Banks. The main purpose of saving banks is to promote saving habits among he 
general 

iSUe ther small savings) In India, postal saving banks do this job. They open 
accounts 

sSue postal cash certificates. (iin) The banking system in the less-developed 
countries must aim at encouraging capital 

formaion 

by increasing the rates of savings and investment in these economies. 

(io) The banking system in the underdeveloped countries should provide easy and cheap 

remittance facilities to enable the movement of fund from one place to another so as to 

promote trade and industry. 

() The loan policy of banks in the underdeveloped countries should be rationalised in suc 

a way thaf 
loans for productive purposes should be encouraged and loans for conspicuou 

consumption and for speculative activities should be discouraged. 

(oi) The loan policy in underdeveloped countries should also not be restricted to short-te 

loans alone. The banks should also provide medium-term and long-term 
1oans 

developmental activities in these countries. 

(vii) The banks should meet the different and changing needs of the underdeveloped count 
Credit facilities should be extended to the priority sectors, like agriculture 

and stnau 

industries. 

nd credit system of the COuntry.important 
functions of the central bank are : (a) It has the 

etay bank. Central bank is the apex institution which controls, regulates and supervises the 

opoly.ot 
menmber banks reserves; (d) It is the custoaions as the bank of central clearance of RSITdiany m lt 

acts as the-bánker, agent and finandal adviser to the state : (¢) It is the 

serves as the lender of the last resort kR 
nd transfer; and (g) It acts a 

e Reser and (g) It acts as the controller of credit. Besides these funchons, India's central 

ment in the country. 
KClssificat 

or india, also performs many 
developmental 

funchons to pronote 
economic 

rship, 
banks can be classified 

ategOrie n the Basis of Ownership. On the basis of ownersn 

ks are o na the regional 
rural banks come under these categories. (b) 

PIvate Sector 

SOcietiesned by the private 
individuals or corporations and not by the govemment 

Operatve 
Banks: 

Cooperative 
banks are operated on the cooperabhve 

lines. ublic Sector Banks These are owned and 
controlled by the government. In 

ve credit institutions are 
organised 

under he cooperaave 
societies law and play 

an 

in 
meeting financial needs in the rural 

areas. 

and 

(vini) Efficient functioning of the banks will inspire public confidence in the banking system a 
popularise banking activities. This requires trained and efficient banking staft. 
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not he a 
baning company. This type of 

banking was 
popular in the U.S.A. between 1925-29. 

ged by the. 

company. Although each bank mainlains its 
separate entity, but its 

business is 

MONEY BANKONG AND INTERNATnONAL TRADE 
system combines some ot the 

advantages of 
branch as well as unit banking 

eoup banking system combines some 
m.The 

main aavantages are : 

Advantages of Unlt Banking 

Unit banking system has the following advantages: 

1. Local 
Development. Unit banking is loalized banking. The 

unit bank has the specis 

nowledge of ihe local problems and serves the requirements 
of the local people in a better man sed 

Dranch banking. The funds of the locality 
are utilised for the local development and are not tra 

han 
bank retains its 

separate entity and 
maintains its board of 

directors. But, 

aks enjoy the benefits of centralized administration. (b) There is 
greater liquidity 

fresources. In 
case of crisis, hinds can be trans 

at the 
be 

transferred from other banks. (¢) TherTe i 

eiity of e ment expenditure. There is 
also a 

common 
purchasing agency which leads to 

e time, 
grouped bank 

of 
aaveps, (d) Services of 

experts can be made available to the member banks to 
manage rural and backward 

areas to the big 
industrial 

comunierial 
centres. 

1his 
tends to reduce regional inbala 

3. Easy 
Management. The management 

and supervision 
of a 

unit bank 
is much easier and 

effective 
than that under branch banking system. 

There are less 
Chances or raiud and irregularities i 

to other areas 
mon 

standardised accounting system improves the working of the 

business efficiently. (¢) Commo 2. Promotes Regional 
Balance. Under unit banking system, there is no transfer of resources 

arge-scale banking Operafions allow 
superior credit facilities. hanking also sufters from certtain defects of 

its own : (a) The control of member banks 

es in 

system is less direct and more flexible than that under branch banking, Thus, 

.he grouP. is not possible. (b) Effciency of the member banks is 
adversely affected by the 

eu the holding company which uses the 
banks as vehicdes of 

manipulation and 
speculation. 

e of one bank has its 
adverse effects on other member banks. (d) The common 

purchasing 

the hnanaal management of the unit banks. 

5. No 
Monopolistic 

Tendencdes. Unit banks are generally of 
small size. Thus, there is no possibili 

of generating monopolistic 
tendences under unit banling system. 

6. No 
Inefficient Branches. Under unit banking system, weak 

and inefficient branches 

automatically 
eliminated. No protection is provided to such banks. 

7. No diseconomies of Large Scale Operations. Unit banking is free from the 
diseconomies 

problems of large-scale operatons which are generally experienced by the branch banks. 

Disadvantages of Unit Banking 

The following 
are the disadvantages of unit banking system 

1 No. Distributian af Risks Under unit banking, the bank operations are highly 
localised. Therefore, 

there is little possibility of distribution and 
diversification of risks in various areas and industries. 

2 Inability to Face Crisis. Limited 
resoures of the unit banks 

also restrict heir ability to face 

financial crisis. These banks are not in a position to stand a sudden rush of 
withdrawals. 

3. No Banking Development in Backward Areas. Unitbanks, because of their limits resources, 

cannot afford to open 
uneconomic banking 

business is smaller towns and rural area. As such, these 

area remain umbanked. 

4 Initiative in Banking 
Business. Unit banks have fiall knowledge of and greater involvement 

the local problems. They 
are in a positon 

to take initiative to tackle these 
problems through financial hein 

y 

ndesioften indulge in corrupt practices. 

banking. Chain Banking 
is another form of 

group barnking. It refers to the systerm in which anks.are brought under 
common control by a device other than the holding company. 

N n management may be by a 
Single person or a 

group of persons through stock ownership otherwise. This type of 
banking system developed 

in the U.SA. towards the middle of the 19th ehtr and remained popular thll 
the Great Depression 

ot 1929. The 
advantages and 

disadvantages d chain banking system are more or less similar to those of grouup banking system. 

are 
Agene 

na 

8BALANCE SHEET OF A BANK 
The balance sheet of a bank is a statement of its liabilites and assets at a 

particular time. 
Liabilities refer to all debit items representing the obligations of the bank or others' claims on the bank. 
In other words, all those items because of which the bank is liable to pay to others form the liabilities d 

the bank. Assets, on the other hand, refer to all credit items representing the bank's claims 
on others 

nd is ownership of wealth. In other words, all those items from which the bank hopes to get an 

Dme constitute assets of the bank. Thus, the balance sheet shows how a 
bank raises hunds and how A them. It is customary that the liabilities are mentioned on the left side and 

the assets 
on 

the 
4. Lack of Specialisation. Unit banks, because of their small size, are not able to introduce, and 

get advantages of, division of 
labour and specialisation. Such banks cannot afford to employ highy 

trained and specialised staff. 

5. Costly 
Remittance of Funds. A unit bank has no branches at other place. As 

a resulty 
1t 

a Dght side of ths customary that the liahilitie Sows how a bank raises funds and how 

to depend upon the correspondent banks for transfer of funds which is very expensive. 

6. Disparity 
in Interest Rates. Since easy and cheap 

movement of does not exist under the 
u 

banking system, 
interest rates vary considerably at different places. 

7. 
Local Pressures. Since unit banks are highly localised in their business, local pressures 

a 

interferences generally disrupt their normal functioning. 

8. Undesirable Competiion. Unit banks are independently run by different managemen 

results in undesirable competition among diferent unit banks. 

Conclusion Although both branch banking system and unit banking system 
have uc eneral 

merits and deinerits, but the merits of the fonmer outweigh those of the latter. There has grow omies 

tendency in favour of the branch banking system mainly because of large financial resources, haking 

of large operations and effective control by the central bank Experience has shown that Tday, he 

system in hampered by limited resources and does not work under economic depressio hanking 

branch banking system is specially suitable for the underdeveloped countries. The enu 

system in India has developed on the lines of branch banking system. 

Group Banking and Chain Banking 
Group Banking. Group banking resers to the system of banking in which two or any may 

directly controlled by 
a corporation, an association or a business trust. The holding CO 

a result, 
1t 

t side of the balance sheet. The totals on the two sides (ie., the total liabilities 
and tne toal 

assE ways equal. Table 1 shows a format of a bank's balance sneet. Table 1: Balance Sheet of a bank 

Liabilities 
Assets 

Share Capltal This 
2 Reserve fund 

Cash 1. 

(a) Cash in hand 

(b) Cash with central bank 

(c) Cash with other banks 

2. Money at callandshort notice8 

3. Bills purchased or discounted 

3, 
Deposits 
a Demand deposits 
Time deposits 
Saving deposits 
orowings trom other banks 
Acceptance and endorsements. Olher lablties 

elative 

bar 
4. Investments 

5. Loans andadvances 

. Acceptance and endosements 

Buildings and other fixed assets 
norebanks are

Tola Total 



sollowing reasons () They are highly negotiable and can be easily bought and 

eo of the 
le for rediscounting with the central bank in case the bank needs cash before 

cOMMERGIALT8ANKING 

bHills becaus 

old. () They are eligib 
(U) of the hank assets because they satisty both the 

objectives of 
liquidity and 

profitabiliy 
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ls. (c) They bring to 
the banks good earning in the form of interest. Thus, the bills The 

liabilities side of the balance sheet is relatively simple system. It consists of the followino 

items: 

ng 
Gome funds are 

invested in 

profit-yielding assets, mainly the 
government securities. 

Liabilities of the Bank 

1. Share Capital. A joint 
stock bank initially raises 

its funds by issuing share capital. In othr 

words, share capital is the 
contributions made by the 

shareholdeTs. Share capital 
is in the form 

(a) authorised capital i.e. the 
maximum 

amount of capital 
the bank 

is authonsed 
to raise in the form 

shares; (6) 
issued aapital ie. the part of the 

authorised capital issued 
in the form 

of shares for Duh 

subscnption (¢) 
subscribed capital i.e. the part of the issucd capital actually subscribed by the publi. 

and (d) paid-up capital 
ie. the part of the subscribed capital actually paid by 

the subscribers. It is tha 

actually Paid-up 
share capital 

which 
constitutes the liability of the bank. 

2. Reserve 
Fund. Reserve fund is the 

amount accumulated 
over 

the years out of undistribute 

profits. Normally, 
all the profits of the bank are not distributed among the 

shareholders; some part i 

retained 
undistributed for meeting contingencies. 

This 
reserve fund actualy belongs to the shareholders 

3. Deposits. Deposits 
from the public constihute the major portion of the banks working capital 

Various types of deposits accepted by the bank are (a) demand depoSits 1.e. the deposits which can ho 

withdrawn 
at any time 

and on which 
no interest 

is paid () 
fime deposits 

i.e. 
the deposits which 

be withdrawn 
after a fixed period 

of time and 
on which high rate of nterest 

is paid; and (c) saving 

deposits ie. the deposits 
which can be 

withdrawrn 
to the limited extent 

in 
a given period and on which 

some interest is paid. Deposits 
are the liabilities of a bank 

towards 
the 

depositors. But they are also 

assets of the bank because, after keeping 
a certain 

cash reserve, 
the bank invests the balance in 

securitie or utiises it for advancing 
loans and thus earns 

income. 

4. Borowings from Banks. Sometimes, the bank borrows loans from 
other banks on temporary 

basis to meet the increased demand for money. 
Central bank 

is the 
lender of the 

last resort and provides 

loan facilities to the banks in special 
ircumstances. All these borrowings form the liability of the 

borrower bank. 

emmen horrow from the 
central bank against these securiieeT rer maturity. Moreover, 

cove can 
Dohentures or bonds of 

well-established industrial concerns. Such investments are 

le and yield good income. But 
they also involve risk. ie oans ana avide loans and advances to the 

businessmen cither through overdraft or by 

Advances. Loans and advances are the most 
profitable and the least liquid assets 

the 

difference between loans and advances is that the advances arTe 

aiseoun riod and loans are for 
relauvely longer period. Loans and adu. 

lot short per 

interest, carTy greater risk and 

quidity 
and satety of the bank. relerred by the banks because of their high yields, they are not 

popular from the consideration of 

dvances earn 
high rate of 

are 
generally non-shiftable. Thus, while and advances are 

mostly be 

n ces and Endorsements. When a 
bank accepts or endorses exchange bills for its 

can 

7.1 

the amount of the bill becomes customer's liability and the bank's asset. aistometag and other Fixed Assets. Bank's assets also include the value of the movable and able properties of the banK, Such 
as oice 

buildings, furniture etc. These assets do not contribute h the income of the bank and constitute very small 
properties of the assets of the bank. Inportance of Balance Sheet of the Bank 

The importance of the balance sheet of a bank is clearly brought out in the following points ( It represents the complete functionin8 of the bank. It tells how the bank raises money and how it invests it. In the words of Crowther, "The whole business of a bankis in itsbalance sheet. The balance sheet also Ihas the merit of demonstrating, at a 
glance, the ratios to which the bank is working." 

(i) It throws light on 
the financial position (i.e., liquidity and 

solvency position) of the bank beca use it contains all information about the liabilities and assets of the bank. ) The progress of the bank over time can be determined by comparing the balance sheet of different periods. 
()A comparison of balance sheet of different banks gives comparative picture of financial position of a bank vis a vis that of others. 
DnEs out an 

important fact that banks buy assets primarily by reating liabilities in the 
Or deposits. These deposits are simply debt claims against the assets of the banks. 

8ves an estimate of the confidence of the public in the bank Increasing saving 
or 

time T s 
of the bank represent that the confidence of the people in the bank is also inareasing. 

5. Acceptances and Endorsements. The bank also creates liabiliies by accepting or endorsing the 

bills of exchange on behalf of its 
customers. Through this facility, the bank assumes the liability to pay 

the amount of the bill on maturity. 

6. Other Liabilities. Certain other miscellaneous liabilities 
are incurred by the 

bank. For example, 

by acting as an agent the bank 
makes 

collections on behalf of its 
customers and thus creates liability. 

Again, the profits 
eamed by the bank represent the liability 

because they 
are payable to the shareholders. 

The asset side of the 
balance sheet is both complicated and interesting. It shows the 

manner in 

which the funds of the bank are utilised 

Assets of the Bank 

Given below are various 
assets of the bank arrangedin an ascending 

order of profitability 
ana 

descending order of liquidity 
: 

1 Cash Cash is the most liquid 
but non-earming 

asset and is considered as the first line 

defence. Every bank keeps oertain 
amount of cash in order to meet the cash requirements 

depositors. Cash of the bank includes 
three items: (a) cash (currency and coins) in hand 1.e, th(oi 

nows the loans 

in the safe 
values of the bank; (b) cash kept with central bank of the country; and () cash 

Kep 

other banks. 

its 
nost liquid but non- der to meet the casn euie.. cash ke oi nows the loans and investment policy of the bank. 

PrOvides information about the interest of various persons, such as shareholders, debtors, 
Creditors, etc. 

whic iodORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 2 Money at Call and Short Notice. Money at call and short notice refers to loans wnid oD 

recoverable by the bank.on demand or at a very short notice. These loans are for a maximu cash OLO MA 

of 15 days: Such loans 
are earning as well as highly liquid assets which can be converted nkerscty 

quickly and without loss. These assets 
are of two ypes (a) call and short notice loans to 

tne ills 

in the stock market, 
dealers in the discount market and to other banks ;(c) short-term treab 

ie borrowing of the govermment for very short period. 
3. Bils purchased 

or Discounted. The bank utilises its funds in trade bills and tredrouned nageme that maximum profits are secured without losing liquidity and solvency 

which ít discounts. The amount of the bills is collected by the bank on maturity. The Diaat the en hieProfitahil 
at 

striking an optimum balance 

are shortterm (nornmally of 90 days) self-iquidating assets. They are self-liquidating becaustofer thes 

of the commercial ransacion, the money wil be repaid. The commerial banksgenerauy 
P 

ves of 
Portfolio Manageme folio 

managithout losincing goals or ement 
bills Such a ethe problem of portfolio management, it., it has to manage is assets 

and 

prefer oe patter ccording to Ranlett, "The object of commercial bank portfolio management 

y genero hese needs are conmpetitive because, for example, the assets that provide 

Y8emerate little or no income. 

cy And d contribution of assets and liabilities necessary to satisfy bank 
needs 

for 
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clearing House Amangements. Cash 

The three 
main objectives of portfolio 

management 1.e, liquidity, solvency and profitalbit 

discussed below: 
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ability, are 
Arrangements. Cash reserves of a 

bank also 
depend upon the 

availability of 

there is a 

clearing house, nter-bank cdaims can be easily settled and the 
bankk 

arveep large cash reserves. In the 
eeauire higher iquidity as there is no Dosehearing house an be easily settlealability of d uire should keep an opimum pTOportion of cash. Too much cash reserves reduce 

barnks gements, on theother hand, 
(A) Liquidity 

Liquidity 
means the ability of the bank to give cash ón demand. In 

the ords.of Sa yers, " 

S the word 
that the banker uses to 

describe the ability to saisty demand 
for 

deposits." The business of the bank primarily depends upon 
the confidence of the depositors on t 

for 

and the depositors 
feel 

confident when they 
are sure that they can demand 

their money back at anank 

Thus, the bank 
must keep adequate amount of liqnd asseS with them fo meet the demand 

depositors. Liquid 
assets are assets either in the orm 

of cash or 
in 

a 
form 

that can be easily 

cash. The liquid 
assets of a bank are cash in hand; money 

at call or 
short notice, bills of excha 

into 

treasury bills; 
etc. Thus, liquidity is necessary for maintaininE pubic confidence. If a bank does n nd 

sufficient liquidity, it loses public 
confidence and, in hum, destroys its own business. 

Since it is most unlikely 
that the depositors will withdraw all the deposits at the same tim 

the bank 
need not keep all the deposits in iquid 

form. It is expected to keep only a portion of f 

total deposits in liquid fom. 

o little of it 
endargers the 

Securily of the bank. 
quidity cash in exchango tability, 

while too little of it endannum pron. nter-ban gements 
settlement of claims. 

and the bant 

pruit 

(B) Solvency 

Solvency (or secunty 
or safety) of a t 

colvencyhat assets are at least equai 
to 

liabilihes. In 
the words of 

Chandler, "A bank is solvent 

safety) of a bank 
depends upon the 

relationship between its liabilities and 

time. asels.It implies that. 

assets is at least gTeat enough to coveT all its liabilities except those to its owners; 

nalue of t alue of its assets is 
insufficient to cover all the nonowner claims against it" 

"A bank is solvent if the amount of its assets exceeds the amount of its liabilities 

have 
ccom to all claimants." 

Solven 
is different from liquidity. Liquidity refers to the ability of the bank to easily tum its 

its meet the demands of the 
depositors. Solvency means liabilities of the 

cash without loss to; 

Sealto or exceeding its assets. A bank may be : ank equalOahilities, cannot be quicky exchanged for 
money to meet the demand of the 

depcsitors 
oorexo 

Sanilaryito its liabilities but there is not much demand for 
payment from the depositors. h roblem of insolvency arnses because of the fundamental reason that while the liabilities of Ahank are fixed in terms of tne monetary unit or the county, the assets of the bank are iable to change e terms. A considerable fall in 

the realisable value of assets may lead to the insolvency of the ane Although an insolvent bank may be able 
to funcion for some ime if there is not a 

heavy rush DEVment, but a situation of 
insolvency is 

undesirablefor two reasons : (a) An 
insufidency of assets n meet the liabilities endangers the creditors' claims. (b) In case the insolvency positicn of the bank beomes known to the public, it will lead to immediate demand on the bank for payment and this will ause losses to the depositors and other creditors. Thus, insolvency shatters the confidence of the public nd 

threatens the very existence of the bank. 
Factors Responsible for Insolvency. The factors which cause changes in the value of assets are 

e factors which are 
responsible for the insolvency situation. Such factors must be taken into ansideration by the banks in portfolio management ensuring solvency These factors are explained below: 

MISappropriation or Loss of Assets. Misapproporiation or loss of assets (particularly cash 
y Dnng down the value of assets and endangers the solvency of the bank Bank funds may 

bhan ated by its dishonest or inefficient employees. Similarly, there can be loss of hunds due 

lrent bank may continue to 
operate without any liquidity problem, if its assets are 

Factors Affecting Liquidity 

The proportion of the total deposits 
to be kept in liquid 

or the amount of cash reserves to 

maintained by the banks depends upon the following 
factors 

1 Requisite Cash Reserve The banks are required to maintain 
a minimum cash reserve b 

banking law or under the instructions of the central 
bank. If the minimum reserve is high, the banks 

have to keep greater iquidity ; and if the minimum 
reserve is low, the banks wil have lesser liquidity. 

2 Banking Habis Banking 
habits of the people greatly infuence the liquidity requirements of 

the banks. If the people have developed banking habits, Le., they usually make 
or receive payments 

through cheques, then the use of cash n transactions is reduced and the banks need to keep smaller 

amounts of liquid cash 

3. Structure of Baniing. A country's banking 
structure also determines the liquidity requirements 

of the banks. 
Ina unit banking system, higher liquidity is required because 

of small 
scale operations 

of 
each independent 

bank. In a branch banking system the banks can function with less cash reserves 

because, in case of need, cash can be transferred rom one branch to the other. 

4 Nature of Money 
Market. Condition of the money market too determines the cash requirements 

of 
the banks. In a developed money market, the banks can function with lesser cash in hand because 

they can easily buy 
and sell short-term 

securities in the money market. But in a less developed or 

underdeveloped money market, banks have to keep greater liquidity because of less scope 
ot buyng 

and seling of securities in the maney market 

5. Nature of Economny. Nature of the economy has great bearing upon the cash reserveso 

banks. In a developed economy 
banks need less cash resources because most of the payments a ed 

through dheque system But, 
in an underdeveloped country, 

transactions are generaly co 

through money and there is great need for liquidity. 

6. Nature of Business Conditions. Liquidity needs of the bank are also influenced by the a 

of business conditions. During infiation, business flourishes and a small proportion 
of casn l5 arow 

to support large deposits. But, during depression business is dull and the businessmen 
do 

no 

because of general pessimism. Therefore, greater amount of cash is left with the banks. 

7. Seasonal Requirements. The banks have to take into consideration the seasonal re season 

of the customers. During busy 
season (ie., during festival season, or sowing and harves 

banks are required to keep large amount of cash to meet increased demand of the peopi 

8.Type of Depositors. The type of depositors is another determinant of the cash neca with les 
If the deposits 

are 
mostly by individuals and are of personal nature, the bank can optArawals are 

liquid cash because the demand behaviour of the depositors is fairly stable and the wu wned Dy 
normally offset by the new deposits. On the other hand, if the majority of depos noredictap 
business firms 

or 
corporations, the bank will have to maintain high liquidity because of tne 

and eratic demand behaviour of these bodies. 

to be 

the 

bank robberies. 
ponsihleorDefault. Risk of default or the failure of the borrower to repay the loan is another factor 

he bank 
C 

reduction of the value of assets below that of liabilities leading to the insolvency 

The t 
nsiderations: 

nature 

wever, can minimise the risk of default by keeping in mind the followingg 

0 It should advance t should thoroughly inqun before granting loan 
should carefully « 

davance loans to a large number of individuals or businesses, and not a few. 

Oughly inquire into the reputation and economic position of the borrower 
rements 

bank 

()As 
evaluate the security to be offered by the bomowers for getting 

loan. 

o) Raaly, loans should be given to met temporary 
requirements of cred 

of interest should be 
suthcienuestments invoive 

Nom POSsible, short-term loans should be advanced. redit 

es in Rate of Interest. Long-term 
investments involve the risk of interest rate 

fluctuations 

Chang fhciently high to avoid wastage of loan money by the borowers. 

va securities. There is an inverse relationship 
between he interest rate 

nanges in the 
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Thus. the bank aces a 
dilemma , t t 

attempts to 
increase 

liquidity, 

if it attempts 

nflicting objechves and the bank should aim at 
striking an 

optimum 

abtain 
ttompts to 

incTease earnings its 
liquidity decreases. In other words, 

RAted (sold) 
gs deTease, and 

NONEY BANKING ANO INTENNATONAL TRADE 

di and 
profitability : 

etveen 
liquidity and pro 

are contl 

and profitability while distril hility and Solvency. Conflict also exist frs that yield higner ncome are generally riski 

uting its assets.

nthe optimumassets which give higher rateyskier. Thusechves of profst n danger the isk of greater tluctuanon in 
the interest rates. The bark. however, reconiles 

of the bank. Secunies ot 
longer matunty provide higher returns, but, 

endanger 
the 

solvency ot the bank. Secunth m, these asebank 
ertainly 

wants 
carry greater isk 

CArottb sits and 
fprofitability and 

solvency by diversíying the 
emplovment of funds and 

iTE nsidera hich maximises the rate of prohtability and minimises the risk associated with 

n such 
Osite 

words, the 
bank strikes a balance behwo and minimises of hunds and 

an and minimisin8 the nsk consistent with the hiohr Oy selecting assets with 

da 
anave um Ar te 

ounm ir this Ni 
tw nN SUd nnest its tunds 

wning 

Theories of Asset or Portfolio Management 

are three theories of how a bank should manage the assets side of its balance sheet or 

s an n awt dnng ar t stans 
with the ank; Ethe variable st in M 

Toatade a d r titiis f'prttd na nnt an mruay 
nportant. Liguiith 

ar 
ar un ai araN atality 

NIn 
and less im 

Ie 
amdan aiatY sduiwea a 2t the ast at the pnman objartives in oth 

her rate of retun 

There 

Aw a bank 
should solve the liquidity problem: 

1.The Commercial Loan Theony or the Bill Doctrine. This is the tradinonal commercal banking 
Conficting 

Nature of Liquidity, Sovency and Profitability 

Tee nhnnt anfit bewen te hre ataraVS ot nrtralso management, ic., liquidit 

say ai aîtatit. Hi nneeing 
nvstmenS 

an les lqud 
or solvent. Simular 

id nd 
ahent indnans ar eah ow incamaielding. 

Conttictig 
nzturr af thee objxtirs i discassad below: 

1. Liqaidity 
Probiem ar Liqidit Pufitability 

Dilemma. Ihere is an invere rlationship betwn 

äiity ni pmftalitr. A bnk can eam none br foragoing its liquidity. Similariy, liquidity ot the 

bank an be ninained at the ax a roitahiitv. 
Vanous aes ot the bank can be distinguished 

on 

the tasis o thi iymdity ani moitaiity anxing. 

Table 2 sbons iquidity- prafitablity ranking of different assets : 

to this theory, the banks should grant only short term self 
liqidating productive 

. ACOr idpred self-liquidating it it is secured by goods in the process of 
productian or eoods in transit to 

their hnal 
destinaion tor resale. Thus. banks shouid limit themselves only the production and movement ot goods. Such loans are rsk-tree loans because either nepaid when the producãon process is 

complete or they will be repaid when the transaction 
gods is complete. 

The ommerial loan theory has two advantages (a) The chief advantage of the theory is that it shs the liquidity- eamings problem. Sell-iquidating short-term loans ensure both liquidity and profis 
e bank (b) Another advantage of the theory is that on the basis of this theory, the money supply in xmuniry is thought to increase or decrease 

automatically with the needs of trade. When business activity as self-iquidating bank loans inrease, thus increasing the money supply, and vice versa Ihecommercial loantheory hascertain drawbacks : (a) No loan is truly selfliquidating. For e,n case of loan for movement of final goods, the goods may not ind a market and 
the problem ment may arise. (6) Such a 

policy of self-liquidating loans leads to automaic 
destab1lising the money supply. The loans, and hence the money supply, will automatically increase he dd contract during recession. (c) The theory is unsuitable for developing countries nercaal banks are expected to actively assist in the process of economic growth 

Table 2 

Liquidity Ranking 
Profitability Ranking 

Benk Ass 
Lowest 

Highest 
Very high 
High 

Cash 
Money at cal ad short notioe 

Bs 
4 wesnens 

5 Loars 

Very low 

Low 
Intemediate 

Iitemediate 

Lowest 
iftability Theory. According to the shiftability theory, banks should purchase highly liquid 

Highest 

Cash, 
tor eample, is perfecty liquid but earns no income. Money at call and short notice, atu 

bils 
have very high and high liquidity respectively, but they 

earn very low and low prohts Tesp 

investments are intermediate 
an the liquidity- profftability ranking. Finally, loans have the 

ng 
profitability, but the lowest liquidity ranking 

iguicity problem is the basic and inherent problem of the banking business. Banks are 
busu 

firms (@) they hire inputs; (6) they produce services for sale; and (c) they aim at max1misu5sits 
As finandal intermediarnes, the banks accept demand and time deposits (inputs). With anger 
they create short-term highly liquid liabilities (products). They then use these liabilities to Lks ace 
term, less iguid but 

more profitable assets, such as bonds, mortgages, etc. In this way, 
ue 

a potential kquidity problem because their liabilities are more liquid than their 
assels The liquidity problem of a bank can altermatively be described as liquidity-proftabil is to the 

F the bank wants to remain in business totally safe, it must always be ready to make payine all he customers as and when demanded. This requires high degree of liquidity which means the oth 
funds of the bank in cash reserves. But cash reserves bring no earmings for the banks, , r asse extreme, the bank desires to eam maximum profits, it must employ its funds in various ongt be easily 

The long-tem assets, no doubt, have eaming potential, but they lack liquidity, i.e., they canno 

ditr of ets which can be easily sold or shifted to other banks tor cash without any loss. 
Sesaf S depends not on the maturity of loans, but on the shiftability ot assets. As long as 
ngClearh Can be sold and shifted for necessary iquidity, the banks can extend the period 

n lendi Pplication of the shiftability theory enables the aommercial banks to adopt 
ness 

lending, The shiftability theory gives and d bank is liquid if it has suficient quanity of assets which can be shifted 

nma ane iquidi. 1hen, in a period of crisis, a bank finds it difcult 
to 

to 
the 

shift 
lender 

its assets 
of the 

to 

last 
other 

resort. 
banks, 

L 

thout le OTy gives a new and wider concept of liquidity. Liquidity mears shitability 

al ha cash as and when required. Liquidity in the last analysis 
means the shiftability to 

lem 

h dity. as, according to the commercial loan theory, the 
bankers look to their loan 

ording to the shiftability theory, they look to their security portfolio for 

Ses the shiftability of secunue 
aneonee shiftability theory is that the total iquidity of the entire banking system 

*******d Lamce all banks cannot become sellers simultaneously; 
when PrOb 

the shi theory lays 
stress on the mahunity of loans, whereas the shiftability 

Duslv 
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banks are 

short 

BANKING 

Dollar Market: At 

nse of Euro-dolla 

the international level, commerdal banks can also acquire hunds through 
Furo-dollar market is an 

international short teTm money market which 

one bank sells is 
assets, 

the 
other 

bank buys. 
In 

times of 
depressio

of cash and they 
attempt 

to sell their assets to the 
central 

bank for liquidih 

banking system 
is 

increased by 
the central bank. 

Thus, the 
central bank is reo. 

liquidity of the 
economy 

at the time of 
crisis. 

3. 
Anticpated 

Income Theory. During 1950s a new theory 
of bank 

manaoem 

in 
America. 

According 
to this theory, the banks, while 

gTanting 
loans, take into 

the maturity 
nor the shiftability 

of the loan, but the 
repaying capacity of the borro 

raion nod 

depends upon 
his anticipated future income. Ihis theory 

treats long-term loans: 

of liquidity. 
Commercial banks will have suthaent liquidity even Bby 

advancing lo 

borrowers repay 
the loans in 

a series ot 
instalments that provide 

the banks predi 

inflows of funds. These inflows of hands 
ensure the bquidity 

of banks. Clearly, the 
anCOntinuoe 

anticipated 
income theory 

has enabled the 
commeraal 

banks to adopt long-term lendine 

In essence, the anticipated 
income theory 

is similar to 
the commercial loan thea 

theories regard 
loan portfolios of 

the banks as 
the source 

of liquidity. The only differoy Both the 

anticipated 
income theory provides 

a broader base 
of 

securities from which liquidity ca s that the 

This broader base includes long-tern 
loans which regularly 

add to the bank's liquidity. Th ed. 

of short-team lending of the commerial loan theory 
has been replaced by the concept of torncept 

(nainly long-term lending) in the anticipated mcome theory. 
1he short-term 

loans are liquidated h 

sale of the borrower, while the tem loans are hquidated by the annapated 
income of the borrOwer 

new theory strikes a better balanoe 
between the objecves 

of hquidity 
and prohtability; long-term loans 

provide greater liquidity as well as greater profitability. 

Management of Bank Liabilities 

Not only do the commerial banks manage the asset side of their balance sheet aggressively but 

there is an increasing opportunity to manage their liabilities. During the 196Us, there emer8ed a new demand deposits of the banKS 
Serve 

as the principal medium of exchange, and, in this way, the banks 

theory of liquidity which argues that it is unnecessary to observe traditional standards 
in regara 

to seu- 
nanage the payments system of 

the country. In short, multiple expansion of deposits is called cedit 

liquidating loans and liquidity 
reserves. The rationale behind this new theory is that reserve money 

can be borrowed (or bought) in the money market if the commerical bank experiences 
a reserve 

deficiency. According to the liability management view, an individual commercial bank may acquire 

hunds from several different sources by creating 
additional liabilities against 

itself. 

The important 
sources from where a commercial bank can raise funds for meeting their hquay 

needs are as follows: (2) share capital, (b) reserve fund, (c) deposits from public, (d) borrovwnE 

other banks, non-bank financial institutions (like IDBI, NABARD, LIC, UTI, GLC, ICICI, etc.). aor O 
aCcount of an immediate transfer of goods." In a sense, the words credit, debt and iOa.are 

central bank (RB), (e) accepting 
or endorsing the bills of exchange on behalf of its custome nymous; credit or loan is the liability of the debtor and the asset of the bank. The word reat is 

details, see liabilities side of the balance sheet of a bank in this chapter.) 

Participation Certificates: The Partiipation Certificates (PCs) are a new form of cre 
whereby banks can raise funds from.other banks and other RBI-approved financia u third party 
as LC, Un, GC, IeI), PCis a deed of transferthroughwhicha bank sells or transrers .iy 1970, 

is 

a part or whole of a loan made by it to its client. The PC scheme, which was starteal banks were 

supervised by RBL It was made permanent in July 1977 and all scheduled commere 
permitted to sell PCs. 

liquid of 
the entire required to increase the tutal nd 

deals in U.S. dollars. 

Bank 

16 
nd lending of U.s. dolars. Ihis market is located in 

Europe, ma 

ment was devel ih the portfolio management, an ideal or sound bank possesses the following 

in 

tis that which is able to judiciously reconcile the conflicting objectives of lyency and prohitability, 
and strick a sound and 

optimum balance between them 

arge ts long-term loans as potential soutce 
A sound bank 

liquidity, solvency 

while ma isely distributes the assets in such a 
way that both the 

requirements of 

while 
managing its portfolios. 

(i) 
A 

ound bank wisely 
liquidity and profita 

us 
application of the profitability are satished to the maximum possible extent. 

hank diversifies its 
assets portrolios 

in 
such 

a 
way that a 

higher and stable level 

of earnings is achieved and the risk consistent with that higher return is minimised. 
ASound bank keeps in mnd that the consideration of liquidity and solvency are of primary 
A SOU e while that of profitability, is of 

secondary importance; iquidityand solvency 
lendin of the bank cannot be sacrificed to eam more profits. 

by the 
The CEDIT CREATION 

Meaning 

A bank differs from other inancial insitutions because it can areate cedit. Banks have the ability 

herand their demand deposits 
as a multiple of their cash reserves. This is because of the fact that 

aeation and the ability of the banks to expand the deposits makes them unique and distinguish 
them 

fom other non-bank financial institutions. Demand deposits are an important constituent of money 

PPly and the expansion of demand deposits 
means expansion of money supply. 

The whole structure of banking is based on credit. Credit means getting the purchasing power 

Oney) 
now by 

a promise to pay at some time in future. In the words of Kent, "Credit may be 

e nght to receive payment or the obligation to make payment on demand or 
at 

some Junure 

rom 
a Latin word 'credo', which means 'I believe'. The creditor believes that tne aeotor w 

ele Con and so decides to give the loan. Advancing credit or loan essentially depends upon 

) character, (c) capacity, (d) capital, and (e) 
collateral of the debtor. strument 

pank credit means bank loans and advances. A bank keeps 
a certain proportion 

of its deposits 
(Such 

kcount. Every 
uiple expansion ot 

E Ior meeting the demand of the depositors and lends out the remaining excess 

Pm One. The bank loan is not paid directíy to the 
borrower but is only credited 

in his 

an 
reates an equivalent deposit in the bank. Thus, credit creaton means 

Dank deposits. The word 'creation' refers to the ability of the bank to expand 

The PCs are an important device for (a) making maximum use of funds wit 

banking system for making loans and advances,particularlyto large borrowers a 
short-term fnds of non-bank financialinstitutionsinto the market for bank credit. 

Certificatesof Deposits: The scheme of Certificates of Deposits (CDs) was 
sta ssue of ma 1989 to enable comunercial banks to raise additional funds from the market throu ond and 

o 

paper (Le. CDs) of various maturities, specifically of 3 months maturity at thesho at the long end. 

within the commercial 

O large 
borrowers, and (b) 

attractug 

as a 
multiple of its reserves. 

nut- 

PDWeand hence 
refers to the unique 

power of the banks to multiply loans 
and 

ate additional purchasing 

in June 

Conside eposits. With a little cash in hand, the banks can creae 

ave been aptly calleo 
Ee It 

is because of the multiple 
credit creating power that the 

commercal 

he 
"tactories of 

credit' or 
'manufactures of money. 

In the words 
of 

year 

Money Market Mutual Fund : In 1991, the scheduled commerical banks in rt-term ave to set up Money Market Mutual Fund (MMMF) which would provide additional si investors. 

the 
ocess 

Creation 
of 

refers to the power of 
commercial banks to expand secondary deposirs ener 

mitted 

ue lo 

ADe deposits is identical with 
what is commonly 

called the 
creation of credit." 

aking loans or throug 
investment in 

securities." 

According 
to Halm, 

"The 

Kenl 
oney and Banking, 1966, p. 106. 



catio, i.e. 20%) is 5 and the credit creation (or the total 
derivative deposits, 

COMME 

al of the 
cash-reserve ratio, ie. 

i five times the initial excess rese 
Pno0) 1s Iso explained in Table 3. reserves (i.e., ? 

800). The 
process of credit creation in a 

single 
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Table 3 : 
Credit Creation by a 

Single 
ank 

system 
is 

also 
explai 

n order 
to 

understand the process 
of credit creation, the proper 

knowledge of some basic 

oncepts is necessary: 

L Bank 
as a 

Business 
Institution. Bank is a business 

institution which aims at maximising 
profits 

rough 
loans and advances from the deposits 

2. Bank 
Deposits. 

Bank deposits 
form the basis for credit creation. Prof. Halm 

has classified 

eposits 
into two types (a) primary deposits; 

and (b) secondary 
or 

derivative deposits. 

( Primary Deposits. 
When a bank accepts 

cash from the customer and opens 
a deposit 

account 
in his name it is called primary 

or passive account. The 
bank remains passive as 

regards this 
account. The creation of primary deposit 

does not mean 
creation of credit (or 

money). 
These deposits simply 

convert currency money 
into deposit money. However, the 

primary deposits fonm the basis for the creation of aredit (or money). 
It is out of these deposits 

that the bank grants 
loans and 

advances. 

(i) Secondary 
or 

Derivative Deposits. 
When a bank grants loans 

and advances, it, instead of 

giving 
cash to the borrower, opens 

a deposit account in his name. 1his 
is secondary or 

derivative deposit. Every loan 
ceates a deposit. It is called derivative deposit 

because it has 

been derived from the loan 
transaction of the bank. Since the bank plays 

an active role in 

creating 
derivative deposits, they 

are also called active deposits. Creation of derivative 

deposits means creation of aredit (or money). With 
the creation of these deposits, money 

supply in the form of bank deposits is inaeased. 

3. 
Cash-Reserve Ratio. The banks need not hold all their deposits 

in reserve. 
From their general 

xperience, they 
know that all depositors 

will not withdraw all deposits at the 
same time. Therefore, 

hey keep 
a fraction of the total deposits for meeting the cash demand of the depositors 

and lend out 

he remaining 
excess deposits. The percentage of total deposits 

which the banks are required to hold 

n cash reserves for meeting the depositors' 
demand for cash is called 

cash-reserve ratio. 

4 Excess Reserves. 
The reserves that 

a bank holds above the required 
cash reserves are 

called 

xcess reserves. Excess reserves are equal to total reserves (or total deposits) 
minus required 

reserves. 

t is the excess reserves out of which the loans are granted and thereby the credit is created. 

5. Credit Multiplier. The banks can mltiply 
a given 

amount of cash to many times of credit. In 

the process of multiple credit areation, the total amount of derivative deposits 
created by the banks will 

be a multiple of the initial exaess reserves. The ratio between the total amount of derivative deposits 

and the initial amount of excess reserves is known as the credit multiplier. If the initial excess 
reserves 

of 1000 produce toal derivative deposits of 7 5000, then the credit multiplier is 5. 

Primary 
Deposits Cash Reserves Credit Creation 

asic Concepts 

T=20% Credit Creation. or Derivative 
Ronds 

7 1000 
Deposits (AD) R 200 

(Initial primary deposits) 
800 

Person (A) 

800 
(initial excess reserves AR) 2ROson (B 

3Person ( 
4 Person (D) 

160 640 
128 EA0 512 
102 512 

E 
410 

5000 1000 Tolal 
ahle 3 shows the folowng points (@)On the basis of the cash 

4000 

Table deposit of 7 1000, the bank creates derivative deposits (ie, credit) of 7 4000 and the be initial Pidesits will be 5000 (1.e., primary plus derivative deposits). (b) The credit expansion nao) is five times the iniial excess reserves (Le, { 800). (c) The credit multiplier will be 5, ie. 

Cash-reserve ratio (T) 2 

Credit Multiplier 
Credit creation depends upon the raho of cash reserves to deposits. The cedit or the deposit mubplier is :k = 1/r ; where k is the credit multiplier and r is the cash-reserve ratio. Thus, credit 

ruliplier is the reciprocal of cash-reserve ratio. If cash-reserve ratio is 20% then 

he higher the cash-reserve ratio, the lower will be the credit muliplier; the lower the cash reserve 
aio, the higher will be the credit multiplier. Th 

additional aggregate deposits (AD) or the creation of derivative demand deposits or the 5000 Total derivative deposits 
Credit mulfiplier nitial excess reserves 

= 5 

redit creation will be the initial excess reserve (AR) multiplied by the redit mulbplier (8) or 

eUnverse of cash-reserve ratio (r), 1.e., 
1000 

Credit multiplier is the reciprocal of cash-reserve ratio, ie., credit multiplier 
= 1/cash-reserve ratio. 

Credit Creation by Single Bank 

The process of credit creation can be analysed in two ways: (a) credit creation by a single bank; 

and (b) aredit creation by the banking system 
as a whole. In the single bank system, only 

one bank 

operates and all the cash deposits and cheques are to be made with this bank alone. The process 
or 

Credit creation by 
a single bank can be illustrated with the help of a hypotherical example 

Suppose the customary cash-reserve ratio maintained by the bank is 20%. Nowif person A 

deposits 1000 with the bank, the bank does not keep the entire cash in reserve but only the 207o 0 

it to meet the day-to-day cash demand. Thus, after keeping 200 (i.e., 20% of 1000), the bank lena 

the remairing 800 to person B by opening 
a credit account in his name. Again, keeping 2070 

7 800 (i.e.,R 160), the bank advances the remaining? 640 (i.e., 7 800-160) to person C. Similarly, keep 

20% of ? 640 (ie., 3 128), the barnk advances 512 (i.e., Rs 640-128 
= 

512) to person D, and so on. 

process will continue till the initial primary deposit of 7 1000 and the initial excess reserves ofo 

lead to additional (derivative) deposits of ? 800 + 640 + 512 +... = 7 4000. By adding up all the depo 

(ie, primary plus derivative), 
we get total deposits of 5000. Here credit multiplier (which 

1s 

AR 
AD =kAR= 

eTe AD Derivative deposits A 
EXCess 

reserves which are measured as initial primary deposits 
minus reserves 

requirements. 
Cash-reserve ratio ; and 

Credit multiplier for example, the 
ercial banks get 

new deposits of ? 10 crore and the 
cash-reserve ratio 

udional aggregate deposits wil be 

AR 

atkovis 
AD= 

= 7 10 crore x 5 
= 
{50 crore 

for additional aggregate deposits ie. AD 
= AR/r, can be derived 

in 

manner 
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Tablo 4 Multlple Credit Creation by Banking System 
AD AR 

Primary 
Deposits 

Banks 
Assumptions. The credit multiplier is based on the following assumptions: 

The cash-resene ratko remains omslant through all the stages of credit creation prxess. 
The banks adjust their aswt n such a manner as to mainlam a lixed relationship betweu 

their depasit liabilities and cash rervs 

(i) There is no leakage in the crdit ceation prooess This means (n) 
the exceS reserves are 

tumed into derivatives through granting laans (A) the derivative deposits, in turn, become 

primary depasits with the kanks 

(o) There is a well-developed banking system in the country and the people have banking habits. 

()The central bank does not adopt ary cedit control policy. 
()There exist normal business conditions in the country. 

The reciprocal of the required cash-reserve ratio gives the maximum credit (or deposit) multiplier. 
But, in the actual world, the maimum multiplier is never achieved. Empirical estimates show that the 
real world money multiplier is anhy about ane-third of the maximum money multiplier. This is partly 
because the banks actually hold some exoess reserves an partly because the botrowers from the banks 
do not keep the entire amount of loan money in the banks, thus leading to currency drain. 

Cash 
Reservess Credit Creation 

r 20% or Derivalive 
Depcsits (AD) 1000 200 

(Initial primary deposits) (intial excess reserves AR) 800 160 
640 640 128 512 512 102 410 

Total 5000 1000 4000 

Destruction of Credit 
Mutple Credit Creation by Banking System 

In the real world, there are many banks in eistence comprising multple banking system. Whereas 

a single bank cannot lend beyond the amount of excess reserves, the banking system as a whole can 

do what a single bank cannot do. The banking system can grant loans many times the excess reserves 

of cash created for it When an individual bank creates derivative deposits, ít loses cash to other banks 
the loss of deposit of one bank is the gain of deposit by some other bank. This transfer of cash withn 
tne baning syshem areates, in tm. primary deposits and increases the possibility for a further creation of derivative deposits by the banks receivingg cash. This process of the banking system to increase creant 
many times more than the initial excess reserves is called multiple credit creation. 

The process of multiple credit areation can be explained with the help of an example. Suppost, with the initial primary deposit of ? 1000 and the cash-reserve ratio of 20%, bank A has initial excess reserves of 800 (i.e., 1000 minus 20% of 7 1000 = R 800). The bank creates derivative deposits equa to its initial excess reserves of 800 by grating loans to the borrowers. The borrowers make payments of 800 by cheques to other people who are the customers of bank B. The cash-reserve ratio being 2070, the excess reserves of bank B are 7 640 (ie., 7 800minus 20%or R. 800= 
Rs 640) which it converts into derivative deposits by giving loans to borrowers. Further, the borrowers from bank B make paynme of640 by cheques to 

some people who are the customers of Bank C. This creates the primary dep0s of 640 in bank C, which, in tum, leads to the creation of excess reserves and derivative deposi 512 (i.e., ? 640 minus 20% of 640 = 7 512) in bank C. This process will continue until the initial primary deposits of 1000 with bank A lead to geation of total deposits (primary plus derivative) of 7 5000 and the initial excess reserve of R BU bank A leads to 
the mulöple expansion of total derivative deposits of 4000 in the entire bankb 

Banks create credit by granting loans (i.e., by creahng derivative deposits) to the public. Similarly, the banks can destroy credit by reducing loans. The entent of destruction of 
redit depends upon cash- Teserve raio. Higher the cash-reserve ratio, greater will be the destructivn ot credit : lower the cash-

reserve ratio, smaller will be the credit destruction. For enample, assuming the cash-reserve raio to be 
a initial reduction of R 1000 in bank A will lead to a ratuchon of ieposis of ? S0 in bank B, 

frin bank C and so on. This process of creadit contraction wil ontinue till the total deposits 
ne banking system are reduced by ? 5000. Thus. the proves ef credit contration is exactly the same 
ne process of credit creation, but works in the oppesite dinn 

LImltations of Credit Creation 
Theoretically, the banking system can create unlimited amount of credit through epansion 

of 

numbe n reality, the powers of banks to create multiple credit or deposits are subject to a 

der of limitations as explained below : 

POsse ount of Cash. The extent of credit creation primarily depends upon the amount of cash 

Creation e banks. Larger the amount of cash wvith the banking systen greater will be the credit 

rsa. ln the words of Crowther, "The bankers' cash is the level with which the whole

s manipulated." Thus,the power to create credit is limted by the bank's cash. 

e higher eserve Ratio. The size of credit multiplier is inversely 
related to the cash-reserve ratio. 

Cash-reserve ratio, the smaller wvill be the volume of credit creation and vice versa. .Cash- 
the 

Potentia The actual credit creation by the banking system may be considerably smaller than 

Credit creation due to certain leakages. 
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wer.Crowther, however, rejects theLeaf-Cannon criticism of thetheory of credit 

Crowthers 

th and practical grounds theoretical 
deallon on 

Hon o rotically, Leaf-Cannon argument may be valid from the point of view of an individual 
There are at least two such leakages in the credit creation process: 

grant 9Lnker, but it loses 
its 

strengn wnen the banking system asa whole is taken i n bank may not be able to 
create derivative deposits (or loans) more than its excess 

A Singhcause the borrowers will withdraw heir loan money for making payments. But reanking system as 
a whole can create derivative deposits as a 

multiple of the original pss reserves. The 
loan mOney witnarawn rom one bank will be deposited in some other and thus increase the cash reserves of that bank. This leads to multiple credit creation. ically, on the basis of empirical evidence of the U.K., Crowther points out that in reality otal deposits of the banks are 

many times more than their cash reserves. 

loans and may decide to maintain excess reserves. Such 
a situaion 

arises (a) when g 

ds 
() Excess 

Reserves. The banks may not be wiling to uilise their sunplus funds for 

fear of significant rise in future interest rates or (6) when the economy is headin le Is 

(n) Currency Drains. The credit areation multiplier mechanism assumes that the amounts of las 

8ranted by the banks return to them by way ot new deposits. But the public may not keo 

whole amount of loans in the banks and may withdraw 
some cash to hold it wiih theme 

a recession. The greater the excess reserves, the smaller the credit multiplier. 

This cash withdrawal or currency drain reduces the power 
ot the banks to create credi 

he 
4. Availability of Borrowers. Banks create credit by 

means of loans 
and advances. Thereforet 

will 

extent 
of credit areation depends on the availability of borrovers. if there are no borrowers, there w hs.Crowther concludes: "To amy body who analyses the ma Thus tage there cannot be any doubt that the banks 'areate their deposits. The only practical be no credit creation. 

beyora 
Hmit is set by 

the amount of cash available" 
Ue banks 'aeaté theed0Tically 

or practicalh 

5. Availability of Seurities. Bank loans are granted against securities. 
In 

the words of Crowther 

the 
bank does not create money out of thin air; it transutes ofier forns of wealth into money." Thus 

the power of the bank to turn other assets into maney (ie. to aeate aredit) IS restricted by the availability 

of good securities. 

6. Credit Policy of Other Banks All banks may not adopt the same 
credit policy. If some banks 

decide not to utilise their full capaity for credit creation and keep large cash reserves, the credit 

creation in the country wil be limited to that extent. 

7. Banking Habits. Development of banking system and 
the banking habits of the people also 

influence the extent of credit creation f people prefer to maketransactions through cashandnotby 

cheques, the banks will be left with a snaliler cash and there will be lesser credit creation. Banking 

habits, in tum, depend upon the development of banking system. In the developed economies due to 

the large expansion of banking facilities, the banking habits are more conductive to credit creation than 

in developing economies. 

8. Business Coinditions. Credit creation is further limited by the nature of business conditions. 

During depression, when due to low profit epectations businessmen do not come forward to borrow 

from banks, credit ceation will be very small On the other hand, during the period of business 

prosperity, the profit expectations 
are high, the businessmen approach the banks for loans and thcre 

will be greater credit creation Hence aredit creation will be smaller during depression and larger 

during business prOSperity. 

9. Monetary Policy. The extent of credit areation largely depends upon the monetary policy of the 

central bank of the country. The central bank has the power to infuence the money supply in the countTy. 

It can use varñous methods of cedit control to influence the banks to expand and contractcredit.

NEW TRENDS, IN COMMERCIAL BANKING 
Drastic changes have been experienced in both theory and practice of commerdal banking the 

worlo over specially in the 
post-war period. Major changes are discussed below: 

1. New Developments in Banking Theory. Traditional commerial loan theory has now been 
enmpletely discarded and has given place to the modem shiftability and anticipated income theories. 

Al the three theories attempt to resolve the liquidity-eaming problem of the bank, ie. how 
a 

bank 
can 

achieve the two conflicting objectives 
ot liquidity as well as profitability simultaneously. According to 

Commercial loan theory, the banks can 
ensure suffñicient liquidity by granting only short-term self- 

Bquidating loans secured by goods in the process of production or goods in transit. The shiftability 

theory requirs the blanks to solve their liquidity problem by purchasing highly liquid assets which 
can 

be easily shifted to other banks in times of need for liquidity. According to the reant andapated income 

theory, the banks can solve their liquidity problem even by advancing long-term loans if the borrowers 

Depay the loans in series of continuous instalments. The application of shiftability theory 
and the 

anticipated income theory has enabled the commercial banks to adopt 
medium-term and long-term 

ending business along with providing sufficient liquidity. 

2Term Lending. In the post-war period, the liquidity of banks increased enormously. In order 

nprove their earnings, many banks deided to extend the teram of their loans. The 
term loans which 

irually non-existent until 1930s now constitute more than one-third 
ot all commercIal bank 

S in the U.S.A. and the U.K. Term loans are loans with a longer maturity 
than one year. 

Ternn 
loans 

alwavereise earmings of the banks, but also improve their liquidity because such 
loars are 

almost 

u paid on an instalment basis. The term loans are also beneticial 
to the borrOwers They 

are 

the t rchase machinery and equipment for the industries where the expectei 
income tow trom 

wOr ment will not be sufficient to repay a short-tern loan. They 
are also used 

to supplement 

Leaf-Cannon Criticism 

Dr. Walter Leaf and Prof. Edwin Cannon raised a serious objection against the theory of crea 
creation. According to them, it is wrong to say that banks can create credit or are the manuiacure 

of credit They 
are of the opinion that the initiative to create Credit lies with the depositor and not 

wi 

the bank Banks create credit only because the depositors do not withdraw their deposits. The banks 

cannot grant loans more than the cash deposited by the customers. 
Dr. Cannon finds no difference between a bank and cloak room. Suppose 100 members visit t 

club every night. 
Each member brings one umbrellawhich he deposits at the counter of the cloak roo 

The man at the counter knows by experience that only 10 members require unbrellas for an hation 
can therefore keep 10 umbrellas with him and rent out the remaining 90 umbrellas for the duratt 
of the night and thus can earn some money. In such a case, can it be said that the counter-m 
created 90 umbrellas ? The answer is : no. Similarly when the bank lends a part of its deposilaney 
earns interest on it on the basis of its experience that all the depositors do no withdraw their ney 
at one time, it does not imply that the bank has created money; it has only lend out the deposit 
of depositors In the words of Cannon, "The most abandoned cloak room attendent cannot lend oey 
umbrellas than have been entrusted to himn and the most reckless banker cannot lend out niore" 
than he has of his own plus he has to other people's"1 

OrKing n 
industries where the production is long Other advantages 

of ternt-loans to the 

ound lono 
()negotiations can be conducted privately with a lender interested in promoting 

a 

necds Tun relationship; (b) maturities and conditions can be altered o 
fit changes in borrowing 

are borrowed only when needed and can usually be repaid in advance without penalty. 

) funds are 

ne 

ions; (c) costs are often lower 
than those 

of altermative 
sources of such funds 

nRtan Since the World War Il, banks have greatly diversified their banking business. They 
have 

he ng medium ternm and long-term i ve ven holding in their portfolio 
new issues or 

ty capital of financial instituions 

as 

hav 

gThedble goods on instalment bisis, is another postWar 
development in 

commereial 

Pankine 

O. Crowthor An 

ore 

hase of durab 
urchase 

Finance. Hire purchase funance, which 
refers to the 

erextit facilities for the 

1. Edwn Cannon: Economist's Protest p. 250. 
aealers selling on 

hire-purchase get
advances tromthebunks by 

hypotheticating their 

An Outlino of Monay, 
9140, p. S50 
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nd of June 196, pubic sector bans had instas 1B32 Adrarces idg V 

Ms) at 4223 brandhs. At ha regoai/zona ics, so r EA 
cg 

at these banks. Due atentiom ws berg paid to be 
birgaietia iossr 

2 Changing 
Technology. Computer technology s undergong very rapid changes all. 

world. The rate of technology 
obsolence is very high 

ana 
new products 

and proce 

announced regularBy. 
A computer system purchased today may beconme 

obsolete in the re bei 

Thrs makes purchasing 
computer equipments a dihault 

management decision. This probl o year 

xtent 
can be solved by adopting 

the pobcy ot acquirhg compurer 5ystem 
on lease or ro 80me 

However, 
changing of 

hardware quite 
often will create problems 

un developing appropra bas 

for the purpose 

3. 
Estimation of Work Load. In order 

to make ophmum uaisation 
of computer. 

necessary 
to make a 

correct estimate of 
the work 

load. The absene 
of any past experience y, it is 

of computer knowledge to the user department 
has made thus task quite problematic. 

4. Un-realistic Time Schedules. There 
is remendous pressure Tom Government of Indi. 

Reserve Bank of India to computerise banking operabons. Ihey 
are keen to achieve resulte d and 

shorter 
time than 

what is possible in many cases. Ihus puts in computer professionals to uch 

lot of stress and in many 
cases they are not in a posion to adhere to the declared sched 

nder 

5 Lack of Computer Calture. 
In order to 

get maxamum benefits rom the computerised 

being Machines (ALPMs) at 4238 publices 

the facility avaiabe at 1770 site enion i/zona 332, 

visors aross the word. Te 
The year 2000 (Y2K) problem was a 

tware 
dosely 

monutored and reviewePepes 

he validation processes and 

Contingency plans, conformino were d Ys 

were drawn up for the o g to her doeu 20 

mportant books, incdudine a6on in a iRDe 

capac 

impo to ease temporary Swtdh ovr to 
maraal proce 

readiness 

reparahons, all banks and er to C e 
rations, all banks and binandal insétutim g e e date change. banks and financial insi 

customa ccoun 

orshavereada 
morh n yæ d m 

yst 
transition as well 

ECONOMIC LIBERALISATION AND BANKNG SECIOR KEOas 
computer culture. Computer culture permeates graduauy 

nto 
an organisahon through continto 

work experience. Banking industry has its own distinct culture developed 
over the last hundred 

Of course, this cuture differs marginally 
from bank to bank However, one feature is comm 

feature is: "resistance to change". In order 
to overcome this difficulty, it is necessary that sustain 

efforts are made to educate the bank staff about the uhlity of computers through all available mear 

6. Lack of Infrastructural Facilities. Effective computerisaion requires certain basic 
infrastruchral facities eg. appropriate equipment, qualined man-power, coninuous power suppy. 

security of data and restnicted aacess to cOmnputers. Ihe Lndian 
Banks lack in respet of many of these 

facilities. This all results in improper and under-utilisation of computer faciliies. 

n spite of all these limitations, there is no 
denying 

the fact 
that banking industry has to be 

conputerised, if it has to move forward. Of course, effective computerisation will take quite some time, 

energy and resources. However, errors of judgerment should not deter those who are in the banking 
industry and those who are outside to extend helping hand in it. Banking is a service industry and 
therefore, the bank employees must be preparedto provide a better service. It may be usefhil here to 
sugpest that since the reguirements of commercial banks in the fields of computerisation are quite 
different from those im other disciplines, it will be useful to develop an apex computer consulancy 
organisation for commerdal bank' The Reserve Bank of India can play a lead role in the respect. This 

s being done by the RBI to certain extent as given below. 

Reserve Bank and Computerisation 

10. is necessary that the users develop 
an appreaation for understanding 

the computer intricad and t 

New Economic Policy 

Since July 1991, the 
Covemment of ndia ok hrreh the folowing measurs: () antos oe paced by sassa: ze s ve 

anded in place ot pubic Secor:) povae ep echnology of 
producton 

to 
be ntodid;jodemiszso policy, fiscal policy and 

monetary poicy o be stiy 2add The thrust of the 
new econoic poicy is toras ce economy as a 

means 
to 

nprove the 
producivy adñ of the new economuC policy, varous reoms have be fiscal policy and monetary poicy. Various reforms under the new econoi peäg 0Dqkbay edi 

1 
Structural Reforms. These reforms eae o assiiåe p e Se e system of the country. They indude (a) Bera~s 9piistin ji gos ) competitive pubic sector. 

2 Stabilisation Reforms. These reforms ze o 
aesoidge ndude monetary and fiscal policy reocns 

Economic Liberalisation 

Thi 

2t 

eiaeei pisëpcacg, 

As back as in July 1983, the Reserve Bank of India appointed a committee to draw a phased 
POnme tor the banking5 industry keeping in mind is future expansion The committee comprised 

ot eleven members with Dz. C. Rangarajan. Dy. Governor of RBI, in 1984, issued detailed guiden for mechanisation of banking services. Initially the banks were advised to introduced mechansa compuleriaion at branches in 
metropolitan and urban areas in a 

phased manner. 

Economic liberalisation is the mosz 
imgartant aspe * nent (1991). Liberalisation meas eraisSe aie ad ons and 

making them more competitve and e 
ne tollowing liberalisation measures weæ aka 

ere However, nothing muh could be achieved in this direction due to lack of infrastrucilire acilites 
and opposition from 

the bank employee's unions. In Mardh, 1987, the Indian Banking AssOO weto and bank employees unions entered into an 
agreement whereby public sector banks were 

ans instal 5A0Advanced Ledger Posting Machines (ALPMs) at their branches. As on thesanme aa had also instaled 218 
mini-computer systems at their regional/zonal ofhces. Computerisation of branch operations got a 

major boost in 1993-94 conseque c AS a res 
between the Indian Banks 

Association (1BA) and the employees unions in 
October eligible 

of this 
agreement as 

on June 30, 1996, 453 branches of public sector banks by end conputerisation Of these around 2,900 branches were identified for full computen 
March, 1997. At the end of June 19% 1394 branches were fully computensed. 

epng 18 industries, all other indstis we diesedhaher wstps 
other industries, no Bcensing is eq nst of the industies are íree lo epend teseves a ee*== 

roducers are free to dedde, an the basis of he caniis a eist aeo 
they are to 

produce. on the agreement 
akng investment dacisios, he Ss nead eot abtan Por sas En d 

govenment 
Industies are free o buy foreiger Past 

eqpeneinerey pe 
by 

Ferformance of Indian Banlding3 
Brogtionaisation (1969), Indäan banking sysbsaea a ani 

1. Bajera KS. issues belore Earks in 
Computerisaton, PNB Monty Review. November. 1988. 

d and financial reach Bud s s t en 
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in its operational 
efsciency. 

A 
number of factors 

were responsible 
for the decline in the ofs 

profitability 
of the banking sector : (a) 

massive and neconomic 
expansion 

of bank hr and 

) directed 
investment ; (c) dirccded credit 

programmes: (a) nadeyuate 
altention to por 

e) 
weakness in the internal 

organisational 
sructure 

of banks ) lack of suffiicnt 
doQuality. 

authority 
and (g) inadequate 

intermal 
controls. 

Objectives of 
Financial (Banking) 

Sector 
Reforms 

In order to meet the changing needs of the liberalised economy, the govemment has intr 

many banlking sector 
reforms. The broad objetives 

and 
directions of these reforms, 

Eighth Five Year Plan 
Document are as 

follows: 

( The 
Narasimham 

Committee's 

recommendaions 
will torm the starting point of 6. 

(vin Functions of boards and managements should be reviewed so that the 
responsible lor enhancing shareholder val 

F6 2 nches; 
(vi)ings, banks are getting more eposed to off-balance sheet risks 

ns 
things, banks are getting more erposed s o be reviewed because, among other ir) Reserve Bank ot hdia Act, Banking Regulation Act, Nationalisation Act, and State Bank of 

India Act shoud be updated. Some of the provisions of these Acts are required to be amenaed 

o bring them in line with the curent needs of the banking industry tRegulations of associated supervision shoud be concemed with laying down prodental and 
disclosure norms and sound procedures and to ensure adherence to these, instead ot getug 

involved in day-to-day management Non-Bank Finandal Companies' lending activities should be integrated with the financial 

nandal 

(a) The financial sector reforms will be aimed at improvins the financial strength of tho 1 

and other financial 
institutions and will cover (a) the reduction of direcke 

(b) adequacy of reserves of banks and other 
nanaal inshuhons, (0) raming Pruden. 

nors and guidelines, () stock market reforms. 

(in) Diversification of variety of institubions in the finandal sector will be encouraged: and 

entry and eat will be eased. 

i) Diversifiation the finandial instruments will be encouraged 

(o) The central control on the rates of retum 

will be relaxed. 

banks 
System. 

Rural credit facilities should be linked with other constituents of the inancial systen. Rearuitment procedures, training and remuneration pobies should be reviewed. in) There is a need tor pubic sector banks to speed up computerisation and focus on 
relationship banking. 

sector reloms 

al 

i their 

9. USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (M N SANNG various finandal instruments and investments 

( Financial market prices and investment practices will be such as to direct funds effiientlu 

and to hamonise the rates of return. 

Financial institutions have bee using information technology (I) since the middle of the 20th entury. They use 1t for gatnering proessing, aralysing and providing níarmatian according to the needs of ustomers. The 

book-keeping machines were instaled at a few US. banks. Second revohtion when accured the 
in 
irst 

1970s 
automated 

with the 
(Di) Speaal arrangements will continue to be necessary to ensure that funds tlow to new, small 

and rural enterprises and investmens of high social prority. 

(ii)The overall thrust of these reforms will be to ensure that the fänancial system operates on the 

basis of operational fleibility and financial autonomy with a view to increase effciency, 
productivity and profitability. 

advent of electronic payment technology. Today, IT has become inseparable part of banking industry. 

11. NARASMHAM COMMITTEE REPORT-2 ON BANKING REFORMS 
The Narasimham Committee on banking sector reforns submitted its second report to the Finance 

Minister, Mr. Yashwant Sinha, on Apri 23, 1998. The agenda of the committee was to review the 
progress in the refons n the banking sector over the past six years and suggest a future course of 

action Acaording to the report, sinae 1991-92, several steps have been taken to improve productivity 
effciency and profitability af the banking sector on the one hand and provide it greater operabona 
fleability and functional autonomy in decision making on the other 

In its report, the Committee suggested the second phase of banking reforms which would focus 
on () strengthening the foundations of banking system, (b) streamlining procedures, (c) upgrading 

echnology and human resources development and () making structural changes in the syste 
incuding three-tier banking system 

The important recommendations of the Committee are stated below: 
) The Committee suggests the merger of strong banks because such merger w a multiplier effect on industry. 

(i) The committee is against the merger of strong banks with the weak banks because it wu have 
a negabive effect on the asset quality of the strong bank. (ii) Some large Indian banks should be given an international character. (io) Concept of narrow banking can be tried to rehabilitate weak banks. (p) Small, local banks should be confined to states or cluster of districts in order to sE trade, small industry and agriculture. (i) Covermment role in the public sector should be reexamined on the issue wn autonomy and flexibility of banks is consistent with public ownershup. 

New Concept 
As a result of the applicaion of II, the bankng sector bas undergone innovatbve changes Technological innovations have brought about both extermal as well as intemal changes The extemal innovations can be found in product and service offering. The intemal innovatiars are found in operational functioning of the banks 
The use of IT in banks has resulted in the introcuction of several new concepts of banking-such as on-line banking, telephone banking, internet banking, universal banking, autematc telling machines (ATMS), E-banking, etc.-with quick electronic services to the austomers All these new types of bankingServices have become essential in the modem age («) to face the chalenge of globalisatian and 

uberalisation in the economy, and (b) to reap the benefits ot Il evclubon 1. On-line Banking. Keeping in line with the developrnent of nodem information technology, ans are now fast going on line. On-ine banking (or mobie banking) refers to total automation of 
ung system. It enables the banks to conduct ransaction and provide information any time. 
ywhere and through any mode (inchudirg internet-6riendly cellular phones). 
inok-ine banking service allows customers to manage their money from any ype of browser devise 
udins mobile phones, intemet-enabled TV and even smal hand electronic organisers Using a 
Rersonal computer (PC) to access your acounts, transfer funds, pay creciors and check if payment 
at made, etc, is called on-line banking. It allows austomers to have constant access to accounts 

bant ne of the day. Bankers automated clearing system (BACS) has been introduced in on-line 

anking to reduce paper cost and risk of secuny 
ccoun e banking ensures the following services to the customers : ( checking the position of 

Payme moving the spare cash into an inderest bearng account and (c) making high value 

yments without risk; (d) one can als e dialing one telephone number usung any 2. Telephone Banking. Telep eduest statemesu 
recorded cess account, transfer funds, request statements or cheque books. imply by following 

SOnvenient ge and touching the key on your phone, it alows a customer to check account at a 

hour me and get things done without visiting the bank. Telephone banking ains at providing 

Ce which is fast, convenient and secured for al cuskomers 

local 
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3. Intenet Banking. The internet in the form of Web servie can have a significans 

banking. It prevides a platform to build system wathin the banks and behvcen banks and thoPact on 

With the internet banking, 
various normal banking transactions, like balance inguiry partner 

account, transfer of funds, request for cheque boON demand 
drart, stop payment of chequc ond t of 

of utility bils, can be performed just by the click of mouse. 

Thus, intemet brings Uhe following 
benefits: 

(It offers safe and convenient ways not only' tor banking 
ransactions but also webe 

(i) in intemet banking acrouns can be aovessed 24 hoursa day and financial traneaoPPlng. 

be done conveniently 

(iü) This service increses 
comnunicatdons with customers and are free to cost 

i) It heps to make good choices and deisions which avoid scams in banking 

4 Universal Banking. The adoption of IT in haning industry developed the concept 

is meant for withdrawals against the balance already available in designated account. its 

scr ard holder's obligation to maintain sufficient balance in the desigrated accoun 
withdrawals and service charges 

the 6. E-Banking Ebaning is related to three channels: () ATM, (b) internet banking, and (C) tele 

payment meet . These channels can supplement each other in ensuring the conventianal way ot delven 

banking. These 

banking services. In a way, it is difficult to define the concept of Ebanking as it 

different channels of bankin ° Oieult to def n ensuring th 

lmpact of T in Banking Sector 
The impact of Tr in banking sector is not easy ctivity accurately, particularly when the quality of serrice is dhanging as a result of sudh acos 

ience, speed and lower risk. However, the following reasans canbe identiñed for the banks 

ions can s it is associated ith 

easy to assess due to the difficulty of measuring as convenience, speeda 
to make investment in information technology. ( The banks anticipate reduction in operating costs through such efsiciencies as the 

streamliring ofice processing and eliminatton of erro-prone maual input data. 
(i0 Banking institubons see opportuntes to serve their current austomers by otfexing new 

products and services. 
Cin Banks are able to develop and implement sophisticated risk, information amaagement system 

and techniques with more powerful data storage ard analysis technologes. (o) Investnent in IT in bankingg sector has forced ther to swità an to automation of eásting processing 
(o) Cost sharing between customers and products and is analysis forced banks o go for information technology 
() Banks have recogrized that they need to offer the coeniences of zew ecnoogy to retain their exising customers. 

(Ti) As a result of investment in T, the banks have been forced to beg about general changes in their business. 

alled uruversal hanking. This is very common in EurroPe. I1 nas màde proVIsion for automa 

redi transfer as comnon way of payinç benefits by the government. 

in recent years, the concept of universal bankng is getng into post othces. The idea is to ha.. 

access to basc accounbs of banking through past ofñices. 

barking. The banking system, which provides senies relaaing to savnng and loans besides inves 

ted 

a 

ave 

Benefits.(a) IT in universal banking ensures benefits such as modernisation of welfare pavnm 
ave the improving the standards of customer's service, etc. (6) In universal banking, customers wii 

opporturuty to use the rost oi+ce for over-the-counter banking, credit card accounts, basic banking 
accounts and other an-ine banking transacãons. 

5.ATM-cum-Debit Card ATM is an automatic Teller Machine that disburses cash once the ATM 

ard is inserted and a PIN (Personal ldentificabon Number) is keyed in ATMs not only disburse cah 
bur also give detaiis of the balance, deposit cash and cheques and accept mail. However, the VISA ATM 

avie provides the service of withdrawing ash and not other services. 

Al the ATMs are open 24 hours Nane of the ATMs are inside a bank branch. Thus, the customer 
has access to it round-thedock t is in this sense, the ATM facdlity is commonly known as 'all time 

money or any time money' faclity. 
The indvridual banks have their own ATMs and this facility is being offered as an additional 

servie an a best effort besis. The astomer can withdraw upto a certain specifñed percentage (say 40%) 

of tis credit init subject toa maimm af speaihed amount (say { 10000) per day. He cannot choose 
the denominatons of currency notes. Most machines, however, issue either 500 or 7 100 notes. 

Procedure fer using ATM. For using ATM, proper procedure is to be followed: 
(irsert the ATM ard into the machine as directed and wait till the machine indicates to key 

Impact of II can also be assessed keeping the interest of managemer empioyees and castoaners in banking industry in mind 
1. Management. The adoption of T has pasitive effect an banicing nanagement. The tasks oi finandial reconciliation, finandial control, aollection of infooration about brancis, er becoume easy f policy decisions. All balances and recancliaton are done oa amputers, whict ecnce errors Management reports and reviews now provide infornation o the zanags ioat he wariung af the banks at a glance. 

2 Employees. The information system brings echnology to he courzer. Now ae empioyees m have information at their fingertips. The T has removed marual abour nd has paced the cd 
contol room with one operator. The employees can easly process loan appäaions cedit aayss and other transactions with compulers 

in the PIN. 

)Wait for a few seconds till the machine proesses the PIN. 
Instractions for Safe Lse of ATM 

(9 Ensure ign an the signature panel on the reverse of the ATM card as soon as the cara 
S received. 

3. Customers. IT has increased the acessibiity oi custmers the sanks Ihe new banking 
eps,such as online banking, inlemet banking, ATIN epdone baning ec, have made benki 

sactions easy and convenient. Thus, the use of Ta bunkingarsurs good ant qrk rie wit Report the loss of card imnediately to the bank, if the card is misplaced or stolen, to preven 
low transacton cost to the austomers ( Do not disciose the PIN to any one. 

(r) Do not hand over the card to any unauthorised person, even if he claims to be repre sen 

Conclusion. IT has a lot of induence an banking busines Lndortrately. n rn areas, the 
mployees and customers may not be saissd wih the appëcation of in anking griatn This 

s due to the fact that they lack sufñient knoviadge atour the IT aad sufs ioa dophabia There 

raud with increased use of telepdones r vmpules Cstones geaty confrsed wah 

ew concepts of banking. Thus, the sucaes d the use of T n bnkng depens upon the spread 

Ta ege and awareness amcng e empiosS N asoms or IL. ongh aganising 

e 
af the bank& 

()Do noe write down the PIN on the card or anywhere. Memorise it )Keep the card safe and donot leave it unattended. Debit card aciity Some ATM cards are also debit cards which can be used in shops t Ad 
markets. Tre parchase aTount is deducted immediately from the custotrer's account 

rauning-cum-awareness program 
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